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1. MUGHAL DOCUMENTS: Catalogue of Aurangzeb-s Reign: {ENGLISH TEXT}
   [ These Documents are great value for the study of Administrative, economic & Social History of Entire Deccan including TANJORE, TRICHNOPALLY & GINGI Areas in South India: The Largest Collection of Documents pertains to the reign of Aurangzeb. It gives me immense pleasure to place before the academic world the work of compilation of the catalogue of the documents pertaining to the reign of Aurangzeb and their periodical publications. The Four Catalogues in SIX PARTS: brought out. The Mughal era is a very significant and eventful period in the history of India. Many historians described the Mughal Government as a paper Government because each and every action of administration was recorded on the paper. Five VOLUMES in seven PARTS: Consisting of Approximately 22,000 Documents from 1st to 8th regnal year of Aurangzeb have been Compiled and Brought out. With total data information, all the necessary material has been systematically classified into catalogories and clearly listed out. It also contains abbreviations along with English Translation besides glossary Mughal terminology and index of persons and places.

3. Selected Documents of Shah Jahan's Reign. [These Document was made by Dr. Yusuf Husain Khan, D.Litt. [Paris] Ex-Curator of the Historical Records Section, & Now the Head of the History Department, Osmania University. It is for the first time that the Documents of this Period are being made available to scholars in this volume. A great deal of patient and prolonged effort has been made in deciphering the difficult and obscure passages in the original documents, which are written in Shikasta script. There are 142 Persian Documents presented in this Volume beginning from 1034 A.H., corresponding to 1634 A.C. and ending in 1068 A.H. Corresponding to 1658 A.C. They relate to four Subahs of the Mughal Deccan, namely Khandesh, Doulatabad, Berar & Telangana. These Documents belong to the reign of Shah Jahan in General, but more particularly, to both period of viceroyalty of Aurangzeb. [First Published by DAFTAR – I DIWANI : Hyderabad – Deccan, 1950] Second edition. Hyderabad, 1998. Royal Size. pp 260, xvii, illustrations. English & Persian text. Rs- 800/-